Abstract-Extrapolating the von Neuman's random-pulse machine concept, the paper discusses the multibit random-data representation and shows how it can be used for the modular design of robust instrumentation for real-time statistical parameter estimation and especially of hardware neural networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
H YBRID instrumentation and signal processing architectures using pulse stream techniques are known to offer the best of both digital and analog technologies. Some of these techniques use pulse amplitude, width, density, or frequency encoding methods for signal representation, while other techniques use probabilities of streams of random pulses.
The latter approach was first presented by von Neumann in 1956 [1] . A number of similar stochastic data-processing concepts were reported in the 1960s: noise computer, [2] , randompulse machine, [3] , and stochastic computing [4] . In the case of the random-pulse machines, the analog variables are represented by the mean rate of random-pulse streams. Such a representation can be viewed as the probability modulation of a random-pulse carrier by a deterministic analog variable. Simple digital gates can be used to perform 1-bit arithmetic and logic operations. This concept presents a good tradeoff between electronic circuit complexity and computational accuracy. The relatively low circuit complexity was exploited during the 1960s for the construction of cost-effective instrumentation [5] and [6] . More recently, there is a renewed interest in random-pulse data systems as their high packing density makes them quite suitable for the VLSI implementation of parallel signal processors and neural networks (NNs) [7] - [10] .
In parallel with the random-pulse data processing research, there has been an ongoing interest, from an instrumentation and measurement perspective, in the study of the dithered quantization and its applications to the analog-to-digital conversion [11] - [23] .
Random-pulse data representations are produced by a 1-bit dither quantization, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . A dither signal R uniformly distributed between FS and FS is added to the analog input V before quantization. The resulting analog random signal VR is then 1-bit quantified to produce a random sequence of pulses VRP which will have the binary value 1 if VR 1 if VR . The deterministic component of the random-pulse sequence can be calculated as a statistical estimation from the quantization diagram given in Fig. 1 
E VRP
which finally gives the deterministic analog value V associated with the binary VRP sequence
where the apostrophe denotes a logical inversion. As variables are represented by statistical averages of random pulse streams, the resulting data processing system has a better tolerance to noise than classical deterministic systems. The digital technology used to implement random-pulse machines offers a number of advantages over the analog technology: modular and flexible design, higher internal noise immunity, and simpler I/O interfaces. An important drawback is the relatively long time needed to get an acceptable accuracy for these statistical averages. However, the effects of this drawback can be mitigated by using data produced by multibit dithered quantization [6] and [13] .
This paper proposes a generalization of the random-pulse machine concept, namely the multibit random-data machine, and shows how it can be used for a modular design of robust instrumentation for statistical signal processing and especially for hardware NNs. Variables are represented by probabilities of streams of random multibit data. The advantage of using multibit data instead of pulses (which are 1-bit data) is a considerable reduction in the time needed to get an acceptable accuracy for the statistical averages of the data streams carrying the information. As in the case of the random-pulse machine, the arithmetic operations are performed by relatively simple logic circuits. The resulting hardware implementation of specific signal processing or NN functions has inherently a higher processing speed than any software implementation.
II. MULTIBIT RANDOM DATA REPRESENTATION
The multibit random-data representation is produced by multibit analog/random-data conversion, or multibit dithered quantization (Fig. 2) .
The analog input V, supposed to have a relatively low variation rate, is added to an analog random dither signal R uniformly distributed between and , which shall fulfill the following statistical requirements [6] and [13] : i) zero mean, ii) independent of the input V, and iii) characteristic function having periodic zeros. The resulting analog signal VR is quantified with a b-bit resolution and then sampled by a clock CLK to produce the random sequence VRD of b-bit data having amplitudes restricted to two sequential quantized values and .
The ideal estimation over an infinite number of samples of the random-data sequence VRD can be calculated from the quantization characteristic given in Fig. 2 
E VRD
How good an estimation of V is actually obtained depends on the initial quantization resolution , the finite number of samples that are averaged, and on the statistical properties of the dither signal R.
Random-pulse representation can be considered as a particular case of the multibit random-data representation, when b .
A. Random-Data/Analog Conversion
The deterministic component V of the random-data sequence could be estimated as the average V over the finite set of the most recent random data VRD i N . The accuracy of such estimation could be improved by increasing the size of the set of random data that is averaged. On the other hand, when the random-data sequence represents a time-varying input signal, then the random-data/analog converter must have the ability to track the signal continuously, or else the higher frequency components of the input signal will be lost. This requires the averaging of smaller sets of random data.
A moving average algorithm eliminates the need to continuously recalculate the sum of the most recent data and then divide it by . This technique [24] - [25] is described by the equation which yields (5) The last equation shows that when a new VRD sample is taken into consideration, the new value of the average can be calculated by adding the new sample and deleting the oldest sample VRD . While the straightforward averaging algorithm requires the addition of samples, this iterative algorithm requires only an addition and a subtraction. The price for this simplification and acceleration of the arithmetic operations is the need to store and continuously update the whole sequence of the most recent samples.
Figs. 3 and 4 show the normalized mean absolute error and, respectively, the normalized mean square error for 1-bit and 2-bit quantization functions of the moving average window size N. These results were obtained over a total number of 256 random-data samples.
III. ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS WITH MULTIBIT RANDOM-DATA REPRESENTATIONS
One of the most attractive features of the random-pulse data representation is that simple logical operations with individual pulses allow arithmetic operations with the analog variable represented by their respective random-pulse sequences to be carried out [3] and [4] . This feature is still present in the case of low bit-number random-data representations, which also yield a substantial increase in the overall resolution when compared with the random-pulse representation.
A. Addition
The arithmetic addition of b-bit random-data samples X X X can be carried out as shown in Fig. 5 by a time multiplexing controlled by random signals S i m . The random scanning acts as a stochastic isolator [4] , which removes unwanted correlations between sequences with similar patterns. The random scanning signals S are uniformly distributed having the same probability: p S m. Because of this scanning, the multiplexed samples are statistically independent. The analog meaning of the output sequence is Z X X m. 
B. Multiplication
We will consider further the case of 2-bit unbiased and signed random data produced by a dithered 2-bit quantizer. The truth table for the multiplication of two 2-bit random-data samples represented in 1s complement form is given in Table I .
From this table, we obtain the logic equations for the mostsignificant bit and the least-significant bit of a 2-bit sample of the product (6) (7) where and are the most-significant bits, and and are the least-significant bits of the and random-data samples. Fig. 6 shows the resulting logic circuit for this 2-bit multiplier. Fig. 7 shows as an example the result, labeled product, of the 2-bit random data multiplication of two variables, labeled weight and input. Because of the relatively small window size, N , used in this case by the moving-average algorithm (5), the recovered result is rather noisy. Its shape would have been smoother for a larger window size.
IV. MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTATION USING MULTIBIT
RANDOM-DATA REPRESENTATION An analog/digital converter consists of an analog/random-data converter followed by a random-data/dig- ital converter. A final digital display is added if the analog/digital converter is to be used as a digital voltmeter. Fig. 8 shows the modular architecture of a serial-type correlator. It consists of independent analog/random-data converters for the input signals V1 and V2 producing corresponding multibit random-data streams VRD n t and VRD n t , where t is the sampling rate. An r-stage delay line delays by r t the second data stream. The multibit multiplier calculates the product VRD n t VRD n r t . The resulting stream of product samples is then averaged by the random-data/digital converter, producing an estimation of the correlation function point COR r t . Table II gives the performance figures of correlators with different numbers of quantization levels relative to an ideal analog correlator when the inputs are statistically independent Gaussian noise signals with amplitudes restricted within [6] . It can be seen that a basic two-level (1-bit) random-pulse correlator will be 72.23 times slower than an analog correlator, calculating with the same accuracy the correlation function. A three-level correlator will be 5.75 times, and a four-level correlator will be 2.75 times slower than the analog correlator. It can also be seen that by increasing the number of quantization levels from two (as in the case of the random pulses) to three (as in the case of the 2-bit random-data streams), the relative error is reduced by a factor of 12.5.
V. NEURAL-NETWORK ARCHITECTURE USING GENERALIZED RANDOM-DATA REPRESENTATION
Each neuron consists of a number of synapses connected to the neuron body. Each synapse multiplies an incoming signal with a synaptic-stored weight. The weights are adjusted during the learning phase. The neuron body integrates the signals from all the post-synaptic channels. The result of this integration is then submitted to an activation function to produce the neuron's output signal. Fig. 9 shows the random-data implementation of a synapse where the synaptic weights are dynamically stored in an N-stage delay line. Loading weight values from the DATIN input into each register selected by the synapse address SYNADD is done serially when a low logic signal is applied to the control input MODE. Fig. 10 shows the random-data implementation of a neuron body collecting random-data streams DT X w from all the incoming post-synaptic channels. The results of this addition are then integrated by a moving-average random-data/digital converter. Since the neuron output will be used as a synaptic input to other neurons, a final digital/random-data converter stage is used to restore the randomness of Y .
Because of the functional similarity of a neuron and a correlator, we based our decision about the NN architectural complexity on the performance figures given in Table II . We have opted for the NN architecture using a three-level (2-bit) random-data representation, which gives a good tradeoff between the processing speed and the circuit complexity [6] and [26] .
As an example, we have implemented an auto-associative memory using a 2-bit random-data representation, shown in Fig. 11 .
Auto-associative memory NNs can learn input-pattern/target associations: . After training, this NN is able to recognize any of the initially taught associations: if it receives an input then it produces an output , for q Q. Furthermore, it can recognize patterns corrupted by noise: i.e if the input is changed the output will still be . The patterns used for recognition, Fig. 12 , represent the digits displayed in a 6 5 grid. Each white square is represented by a " 1", and each black square is represented by a "1." To create the input vectors, we scan each 6 5 grid one column at a time. The weight matrix in this case is
In addition to recognizing all the patterns of the initial training set, the auto-associative NN is also able to deal with up to 30% noise-corrupted patterns as illustrated in Fig. 13 .
VI. CONCLUSION
Due to their minimal data processing complexity and inherent high internal noise immunity, random-pulse machines represent an attractive alternative to the analog techniques for many statistical signal processing and NN applications. Because the information is carried internally by sequences of pulses (i.e., by 1-bit data streams), these machines take a relatively long time to produce results with an acceptable accuracy. In order to reduce this processing time, the paper proposes a multibit stochastic machine architecture where the information is carried by multibit data streams.
In order to decide on the optimal number of bits for the internal data representation, one needs to solve a classical time-versus-complexity tradeoff depending on the specific intended application, as well as on the type and cost of the employed technology. However, it is quite apparent that, compared with the commonly used random-pulse representation, the 2-bit random-data representation offers a remarkable speed increase in reaching a desired accuracy at the price of a relatively modest increase in circuit complexity. Aurel Cornell, photograph and biography not available at the time of publication.
